We describe recent progress with interferometric imaging using the Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT). All six telescopes can now be phased over a wide field of view simultaneously resulting in a (u, v) plane coverage corresponding to that of a 686 cm aperture telescope. We describe the open-loop phasing control of the MMT for gravitational changes and we describe a concept of an internal cophasing/coalignment system for MMT type telescopes.
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Introducti on
In previous publications *» 2 we described the use of The combination of the six beams was done in the so called wide field mode described in paper 2. In it, the pathlength equality between a star and the image plane of the MMT is maintained when moving the object star off axis at least over an amount equal to the isoplanatic path. the cartoon drawing in figure 1 . It means that when the diameters of the individual entrance and exit pupils are matched, the distance between the pupils are also matched. Also (as shown by the faces in figure 1 ) , the internal structure of the pupils must be preserved.
We phase the six telescopes with the use of a speckle camera 3 . One of the telescopes is used as a reference. image. Figure 2 shows the combined image for an unresolved star.
In the center of the image the complex fringe/ speckle image i s , as expected, showing speckles corresponding in size to the 686 cm telescope aperture.
The speckles a r e , however, clearly of a different character than those of a single aperture telescope because of the predicted preferred spatial frequencies. At the edge of the image where due to seeing, telescope aberrations and image misalignments the six images do not overlap, the full speckle patterns disappear. to construct an internal laser coalignment/cophasing system for the MMT. We will describe these efforts below.
OPEN-LOOP COPHASING
Most of the variation in the telescope pathlengths results from the gravitational flexure of the telescope structure.
We measured the variation of pathlength as a function of the elevation pointing of the MMT on a number of occasions. are not perfect and since coalignment and cophasing on nearby stars will not always be possible. We describe in this section an internal laser coalignment/cophasing system (LC^S) which is aimed at doing simultaneously both internal coalignment and cophasing. As pointed out in the previous section, the coalignment and cophasing of an MMT type telescope are closely related so that an LC^S system which does both is highly desirable.
A diagram of the LC 2 S system is shown in figure 8 . It is based on a similar system described by Butts, et al. A more refined open-loop control system may not be adequate to cure that and it appears that an optical closed loop control system like the LC 2 S will be needed.
